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iSEE.mk

Focusing on where you rank on Google
without having the 'big-picture' will cost
you more in the long-run according to
iSEE.mk, the ANTI-SEO agency.

LONDON, ENGLAND AND WALES,
UNITED KINGDOM, May 7, 2019
/EINPresswire.com/ -- iSEE Marketing
Ltd registered in London, UK, starts its
campaign to promote the truth about
why you shouldn’t get obsessed with
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and
focus on your core business value
drivers. Multiple software tools, ‘SEO
gurus’, and alike, blur the core focus
that people should aim for when
running and growing their business.

iSEE.mk in that light, offers free 30 minutes training courses to senior marketing executives who
didn’t do SEO themselves, to understand the costs and benefits from long-term Anti-SEO
approach where they focus on the underlying business-worth, and have a clear strategic focus
on what matters: creating value for consumers.

Clients can book a free 30 minutes consulting directly on iSEE.mk’s website, up to the end of May.

The ANTI-SEO concept is to have a razor-sharp strategic focus on what truly matters, by creating
an ecosystem of values, wherein your get infinite and steady inflow of mentions, links, loyal fans,
just by doing your business and providing value to others. This should happen, as iSEE.mk
promotes, by helping your founders and management find their unique voice.

iSEE.mk has a brand-centric Anti-SEO Google rankings optimization approach that not only
provides value, it provides lasting values that improve business results far more than the
number of clicks on important keywords searches (we also optimize), but by creating a system,
that by itself produces the SERP improvements you seek.

For more information or for booking a free 30 minutes Anti- SEO consult please visit
www.isee.mk 

-
iSEE.mk is making everything better since 2010. It is probably the most committed boutique
marketing agency in the world offering wide range of marketing services ranging from marketing
automation to public relations and search engine optimization. 

iSEE.mk is registered in London while it has supreme battle-tested contractors around the world.
As an agency, for all of its clients, it also has a native iPhone App to follow campaign progress

http://www.einpresswire.com
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and as a free perk, to view all internet mentions of your company.
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